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TACC AT A GLANCE
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Personnel
135 Dedicated Staff (+25 students)

Facilities
12 MW Data center capacity
Two office buildings, Three 
Datacenters, two visualization 
facilities, and a chilling plant.

Systems and Services
A Billion compute hours per year
5 Billion files, 50 Petabytes of Data, 
Hundreds of Public Datasets

World Class Computing
More than 15 supercomputers, data 
systems, cloud systems, visualization 
systems, machine learning systems, 
etc.



Stampede 2
- #12 HPC system in the world
Lonestar 5
- Cray XC40 1.2 PF HPC
Wrangler
- Ultra-fast data read/write system
Maverick
- GPGPU visualization system
Hikari
- HVDC power + software testbed
Catapult
- FPGA machine learning testbed
Chameleon & Jetstream
- Large-scale OpenStack Cloud
Storage
- 100+ PB secure data capacity

EXTREME SCALE SUPERCOMPUTING
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Impacts
- 2+ Billion compute hours 
served per year
- 50 Petabytes of user data 
(5+ billion files) stored 
onsite
- Hundreds of Public 
Datasets available
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TACC SUPPORTS AN INCREDIBLE AMOUNT & 
DIVERSITY OF RESEARCH

• Since 2013…
• Over *2 Billion* processor hours delivered to end users

• 7+ million successful jobs

• About 10,000 students, faculty, and staff use our Stampede directly 

• Over 30,000 more use it indirectly via portals and services

• Peer-reviewed requests for time (via XSEDE) run ~500% available hours

• Stampede alone supports nearly 2,500 funded projects across the United 
States and abroad
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LIGO
� LIGO recently observed  Gravitational Waves!

� Validates Einstein’s 1915 prediction.

� TACC staff provided 7 million processor hours, and worked on getting their workflow 
on Stampede or improving their FFTs

� TACC played some small part in the most important physics/cosmology discovery in 
decades. 



LIGO
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TODAY’S CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEMS ARE 
COMPLEX

� It’s almost always too simplistic to classify a problem as a “data 
problem”, a “computing problem”, a “machine learning” problem 
or a “cloud problem” 
� (or even, often, a technical problem – get a large group to adopt 

a new standard!!!).   

� The kinds of challenges we face today (and Earthcube faces) 
usually blend many elements of what we call 
“Cyberinfrastructure”. 
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2001 DRIVERS: 
COMPUTING FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

� Over past 60+ years, computers have become the most important general-purpose instrument 
of science and engineering.

� Every field of science is using computational resources and techniques to complement theory 
and observation.

� Many challenging problems require tremendously large computers for size of problem and 
speed of solution.

(Still true today)



2005 DRIVERS: 
ADVANCED COMPUTING AND COMPETITIVENESS

� Not just a key for academic research, high 
performance computing is key for corporate R&D 
and product design as well.

� Cited in numerous national reports as a key 
technology for US Competitiveness



2008 DRIVERS: NOT JUST SIMULATION ANY 
MORE…
�Remarkable success with 

large scale computational 
simulation has led to an 
explosion of new data.

�Modern science and 
engineering therefore is about 
managing and analyzing this 
data as well

�“Big Data” Continues to Drive 
Growth



MODERN SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING

� The kinds of things researchers do with computing systems  has evolved tremendously 
over the last 20 years: 
� Simulation

� Data Visualization

� Data Analysis

� Data Mining/Clustering

� Storing/Sharing/Curating/Reproducing Digital Objects with Colleagues. 



THE EVOLUTION OF A CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE
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Once upon 
a time, most 

of us built 
garage-style 
clusters…

HPC systems have grown 
up since then and become 
much more powerful and 

sophisticated

We built a very successful 
center based on 3 pillars in 
our first 7 years

• Simulation & HPC
• Visualization
• People (Consulting & 

Algorithms)

But what drives  
advanced computing, 
and what it means, 
has changed. 



NOT JUST ONE DATA TSUNAMI BUT THOUSANDS OF THEM 
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DISRUPTIVE MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES



EXPLOSION IN SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS COMPLEXITY
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INCREASED ADOPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL METHODS



MANY DOMAIN SCIENTISTS ARE NOT EXPERTS AT COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY. 
CREATE PURPOSE-BUILT, SECURED, HIGHLY INTUITIVE ENVIRONMENTS
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Point-and-click 
interfaces

• Data management, 
sharing, and analysis

• Publishing 
reproducible 
analysis workflows

• Discovery of new or 
updated tools and 
data

• Interactive 
visualization of results

Backed by world-class 
computing and data 
capacity
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Hosted SaaS

• JupyterHub
notebooks

• Rstudio

• Web-based VNC

Also, backed by world-
class computing and 
data capacity



Easy to use Cloud 
Computing

• Atmosphere (Cyverse)

• Jetstream (IU,UA,TACC)

• Chameleon (UC,TACC )

Cloud consoles are aimed 
at sysadmins and unintutive.

We’re changing that with 
improved UX and support

• APIs are still available
• No cost to end user
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GIVE EXPERTS ACCESS TO EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOUR BUILDING BLOCKS. 
WEB SERVICE APIs EVERYWHERE. AUGMENT WITH PROFESSIONAL TOOLING.
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EXPERT STAFF
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160+ team members

Direct, relevant experience 
in hundreds of technologies 
and research topics

We do thousands of hours of consulting, teaching,  
training, research, and outreach every year
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ALL THIS RESEARCH 
(AND MORE) IS ENABLED 
BY A COMPREHENSIVE 
CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE 
ECOSYSTEM AT TACC



Welch	et	al.	2013

Bioinformatics	
Specialist

Computing	
Professional

Bench	Scientist

EMPOWER USERS AT ALL LEVELS

Help them 
avoid data and 
operations siloes



RECENT SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS (DATA)

Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling
“Identification of a Novel Inhibitor of Dengue Virus 
Protease through Use of a Virtual Screening Drug 
Discovery Web Portal”

Usha Viswanathan †, Suzanne M. Tomlinson †, John M. 
Fonner ‡, Stephen A. Mock ‡, and Stanley J. Watowich

TACC Drug Discovery Portal
• In collaboration with Stanley Watowich at UTMB,  TACC 

developed a web portal to provide a graphical 
interface for conducting a screen for identifying small 
molecules that bind to a target protein. 

– Users can screen against libraries of ligands up to 
642k in size. 

– Basic screening is done, and results are collated 
and best matches returned in a simple 
download.

• 70 researchers have used more than 5 million hours on 
Lonestar through the portal 

• “We report the discovery of a novel small-molecule 
inhibitor of the dengue virus (DENV) protease (NS2B-
NS3pro) using a newly constructed Web-based portal 
(DrugDiscovery@TACC) for structure-based virtual 
screening.”  



VDJ SERVER
� Web portal for Immune Repertoire Analysis

� Uses the Corral data storage system and 
Lonestar supercomputer for data analysis

� Provides API access to all the tools and 
services for advanced users

� The UI is designed to foster collaboration, 
metadata capture, and reproducibility

� Led by Lindsay Cowell from UT 
Southwestern

� www.vdjserver.org



RECENT SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS

The gene sequencing data size would easily be 1000-
fold larger than the microarray data in the reported 
study, which means the need to use TACC's  
Stampede supercomputing cluster for number 
crunching is even more eminent.”

- Stephen Wong,

Houston Methodist Research Institute

A link between Alzheimer’s and Cancer
• A team led by Houston Methodist Hospital (with 

reesearchers in Harvard, Taiwan, and Italy) used 
Stampede to find a link between Alzheimer’s and GBM, 
one of the most aggressive forms of brain cancer. 

• This systems biology approach has uncovered linked 
signaling pathways, and identified 15 gene ontology 
terms relating the diseases.

"This work of Dr. Wong's is quite exciting in that it shows 
connections between two of the most intractable diseases in 
society. And while our focus is on cancer, the great hope is 
that as we make these connections we can leverage that to 
find new targets and opportunities that can provide 
meaningful intervention for either disease."
- Dan Gallahan,NIH, deputy director,
National Cancer Institute



E-SCIENCE ADVANCES RESEARCH PACE AND OUTCOMES
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BLENDING ENSEMBLE 
SIMULATIONS, DATA 

ASSIMILATION+INTEGRAT
ION, AND MACHINE 

LEARNING EXTENDS HAIL 
FORECASTS FROM 2 
HOURS TO 24 HOURS



E-SCIENCE ADVANCES RESEARCH PACE AND OUTCOMES
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AN IPLANT/CYVERSE 
SUCCESS: 

200+ TB DATA FROM NASA 
MERRA + WEB SERVICES + 

HADOOP + WEB 
WORKBENCH ENABLES RAPID 

ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL, 
MULTISCALE SATELLITE DATA 

BY RESEARCHERS 
WORLDWIDE



E-SCIENCE ADVANCES RESEARCH PACE AND OUTCOMES
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SIMULATION COUPLED 
WITH CLIMATE 

PROJECTIONS HELPS CITY 
PLANNERS IN COASTAL 

CITY OF CORPUS CHRISTI, 
TX MITIGATE ECONOMIC, 
HEALTH, AND WELL-BEING 

IMPACT OF STORM 
SURGES



A Cyberinfrastructure for the 
Natural Hazards Community
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Multi-scale Problems 
Micro ScaleLocal ScaleRegional Scale

El Shamy et al. (2010)
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TACC VISUALIZATION TEAM



TACC VISUALIZATION TEAM
• 12 Full time staff (7 Ph.D.)
• 1 post-doctoral 

researcher
• 3 graduate students
• 5 undergraduates

• Scalable high-fidelity 
remote visualization

• Novel human-data 
interfaces

• Optimized interaction 
experiences

• User and student training
• Education and outreach
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VISUALIZATION FULL-TIME STAFF
� Kelly Gaither – Director
Scalable Visualization Technologies
� Paul Navrátil – Manager
� Greg Abram
� João Barbosa
� Anne Bowen
� Craig Jansen
� Ayat Mohammed
� Dave Semeraro

Visual Interfaces and Applications
� Luis Francisco-Revilla – Manager
� Greg Foss
� Brian McCann
� Andrew Solis
� Jo Wozniak
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LOCAL VISUALIZATION LABORATORIES



MULTIMODAL HUMAN-DATA INTERACTION 
SPACES
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POB Vislab Space

A
ctive Stereo

Virtual Reality



INTERACTIVE DISCOVERY ENVIRONMENT
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Live Touch System Queues Hololens Augmented Reality



IMMERSIVE COMMODITY DISPLAYS
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Stallion – 328Mpix
80 4K LCD displays
20 beefy workstations

Rattler – 174Mpix
21 4K OLED displays

21 beefy workstations
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REMOTE VISUALIZATION OVERVIEW



HISTORY OF REMOTE VISUALIZATION AT TACC

2004 20142008 20112010 2013
same	data	center

same	interconnect	fabric

Maverick	–
Sun	Fire	E25K	
3dfx	subsystem

Spur	– 8	node	Sun	
AMD	NVIDIA	cluster

Longhorn	– 256	
node	Dell	Intel	
NVIDIA	cluster

Ranger	– 8	node
Sun	AMD	NVIDIA	subsystem

Lonestar	– 16	node	
Dell	Intel	NVIDIA	subsystem

Stampede	– 128	node	
Dell	Intel	NVIDIA	subsystem

Maverick	– 132	node	
HP	Intel	NVIDIA	cluster

2015 – present
same machine

Stampede-KNL	– 508	node	
Dell	Intel	KNL	cluster

Stampede2– 4200	node	
Dell	Intel	KNL	cluster



TYPICAL HPC WORKFLOW

Initial	Conditions
01001101011001
11001010010101
00101010100110
11101101011011
00110010111010

α
β
γ

Parameters

Timestep 1
01001101011001
11001010010101
00101010100110
11101101011011
00110010111010

Timestep n
01001101011001
11001010010101
00101010100110
11101101011011
00110010111010

Results

Simulation

Parallel	File	System



SOFTWARE-DEFINED VISUALIZATION – WHY?
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FILE SIZE
100
GBPS

10 GBPS 1 GBPS 300 MBPS 54 MBPS

1 GB < 1 sec 1 sec 10 sec 35 sec 2.5 min

1 TB ~100 sec ~17 min ~3 hours ~10 hours ~43 hours

1 PB ~1 day ~12 days ~121 days >1 year ~5 years

Increasingly Difficult to Move Data from Simulation Machine



TYPICAL	POST-HOC	VISUALIZATION	WORKFLOW

Geometry

Rendering	

Images

Display

Timestep 1
01001101011001
11001010010101
00101010100110
11101101011011
00110010111010

Timestep n
01001101011001
11001010010101
00101010100110
11101101011011
00110010111010

Visualization	Algorithms
Parallel	File	System

PFS

Iterate!



IN-SITU VISUALIZATION – WHY?
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FILE SIZE
1000
GBPS

100
GBPS

10 GBPS 1 GBPS

1 TB 1 sec ~ 10 sec ~ 2 min ~ 17 min

1 PB ~ 17 min ~ 3 hours ~ 1 day 12 days

1 XB 12 days 124 days 3 ½ years 34 years

Increasingly Difficult to Write Data from Simulation to Disk



IN-SITU VISUALIZATION – WHY?
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High-frequency writes

Low-frequency writes
???



IN-SITU	VISUALIZATION	WORKFLOW

Geometry

Rendering	

Images

Display

Visualization	Algorithms

PFSInitial	Conditions
01001101011001
11001010010101
00101010100110
11101101011011
00110010111010

α
β
γ

Parameters

Simulation

In-
Situ 
API



ARCHITECTURAL VISION FOR SD-VISUALIZATION

• Current and near-future machines will use processors with many cores
• Each core contains wide vector units: use them for max utilization (e.g., *-AVX512)

• Fortunately the Software-Defined Visualization stack is optimized for such 
processors!

• Use your preferred rendering method 
independent of the underlying hardware
• Performant rasterization

• Performant ray tracing
• Visualization and analysis on the simulation machine

49

Work Begun on Stampede1 and Extended on Stampede2



SOFTWARE-DEFINED VISUALIZATION STACK
• OpenSWR Software Rasterizer

• openswr.org

• Performant rasterization for Xeon and Xeon Phi

• Thread-parallel vector processing 
(previous parallel Mesa3D only has threaded fragments)

• Support for wide vector instruction sets, particularly AVX2, AVX512 
Integrated into Mesa3D since v12.0 as optional driver (mesa3d.org)

• Best Uses

• OpenGL-based codes

• Low geometry count, many geometry changes

• Non-physically-based shading effects
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SOFTWARE-DEFINED VISUALIZATION STACK
• OSPRay Ray Tracer

• ospray.org
• Performant ray tracing for Xeon and Xeon Phi incorporating Embree kernels

• Thread- and wide-vector parallel using Intel ISPC (including AVX512 support)
• Parallel rendering support via distributed framebuffer

• Best Uses
• Photorealistic rendering

• Realistic lighting
• Realistic material effects

• Large geometry, few geometry changes
• Implicit geometry (e.g., molecular ”ball and stick” models)
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SOFTWARE-DEFINED VISUALIZATION STACK
• GraviT Scheduling Framework

• tacc.github.io/GraviT/

• Large-scale, data-distributed ray tracing 
(uses OSPRay for rendering engine target)

• Parallel rendering support via distributed ray scheduling

• Funded by US NSF awards ACI-1339863, ACI-1339840, ACI-1339881
program officers Dan Katz and Rajiv Ramnath

• Best Uses

• Large distributed data

• Data outside of renderer control

• Incoherent ray-intensive sampling (e.g., global illumination approximations)
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VISUALIZATION ON STAMPEDE

Complete	Environment	for	Science	and	Discovery	
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VISUALIZATION ON STAMPEDE

Complete	Environment	for	Science	and	Discovery	
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RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITY
CARSON BROWNLEE, AARON KNOLL, PAUL NAVRÁTIL, TACC

INGO WALD, CARSTEN BENTHIN, SVEN WOOP, INTEL

� OpenGL version – flat lighting, constant shadows, limited depth perception 59



RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITY
CARSON BROWNLEE, AARON KNOLL, PAUL NAVRÁTIL, TACC

INGO WALD, CARSTEN BENTHIN, SVEN WOOP, INTEL

� Embree RT version – rich lighting, ambient occlusion, 
improved depth perception 60



RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABILITY
CARSON BROWNLEE, AARON KNOLL, PAUL NAVRÁTIL, TACC

INGO WALD, CARSTEN BENTHIN, SVEN WOOP, INTEL

� Embree RT version with ‘glass’ planes –
integrated, realistic material behavior 61



SOUTH FLORIDA GROUND CORE SAMPLE
SADE GARCIA, MICHAEL SUKOP (FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY), 

KEVIN CUNNINGHAM (US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY), 
CARSON BROWNLEE, AARON KNOLL (TACC)

� OpenGL version – flat lighting, constant shadows, limited depth perception 62



SOUTH FLORIDA GROUND CORE SAMPLE
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SOUTH FLORIDA GROUND CORE SAMPLE
SADE GARCIA, MICHAEL SUKOP (FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY), 

KEVIN CUNNINGHAM (US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY), 
CARSON BROWNLEE, AARON KNOLL (TACC)

� Embree RT version – rich lighting, ambient occlusion, improved depth perception 64



65High-Fidelity Visualization Natively on Xeon and Xeon Phi



SIMULATION OF N-ACETYL-L-TRYPTOPHANAMIDE
THROUGH A CELLULAR MEMBRANE

ALFREDO CARDENAS, RON ELBER (ICES UT AUSTIN)
AARON KNOLL, ANNE BOWEN (TACC), INGO WALD (INTEL)
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tryptophan	locations	clearly	expressed	

SIMULATION OF N-ACETYL-L-TRYPTOPHANAMIDE
THROUGH A CELLULAR MEMBRANE

ALFREDO CARDENAS, RON ELBER (ICES UT AUSTIN)
AARON KNOLL, ANNE BOWEN (TACC), INGO WALD (INTEL)
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RENDERING FROM STAMPEDE TO STALLION

5M	atom	SiO2 fissure	dataset	rendered	at	1	Gpix/s	across	128	Xeon	Phis	on	Stampede	to	Stallion



RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION (RBF) VOLUME RENDERINGKnoll et al. / RBF Volume Ray Casting on Multicore and Manycore CPUs

Figure 1: 5 million atom molecular dynamics glass (SiO2) fracture data, rendered on a Intel R�Xeon Phi
TM

SE10P in Stampede.
Top: RBF volume rendering using two transfer functions to classify silicon and oxygen atoms as separate fields (11.7 fps at
2560⇥512, k = 4,dt = .5,s = 2). Bottom: From left to right: close-up of the the top view (4.7 fps at 1024⇥1024); the same
view reconstructed with narrower RBFs (3.1 fps, k = 1,dt = .125,s = 2.835); trilinear interpolation of two-field structured
data (2.1 fps, dt = .125), and tricubic B-spline interpolation of structured data (0.221 fps, dt = .125). The two-field structured
data (1 voxel per Ångström, 32-bit float) occupies 800 MB on disk and took 80 seconds to precompute on a 16-core CPU. RBF
volume rendering incurs less memory overhead and exhibits better performance and quality for rendering atomistic data.

gration along rays in a subsequent step. Crucially, this elim-
inates the need for costly per-ray neighbor search, and re-
peat queries of the same basis functions at different samples.
We implement this method in bnsView [KWN⇤13] in the
IVL [LHW12] SPMD language, which generates optimized
vector instructions in C++ for multicore CPU or MIC back-
ends, enabling fast rendering. Our technique does not rely
on simplification or LOD, does not use a proxy to downsam-
ple ray samples, and achieves interactivity on both MIC and
CPU platforms. We show that our system performs compet-
itively with the best-available GPU approaches, and enables
a variety of different use cases in HPC-driven visualization.
2. Related Work
Direct volume rendering, or DVR, [DCH88] is a process
of directly rendering a 3D scalar field by evaluating the
field at sample points, classifying samples into colors via a
transfer function, and integrating these classified color val-
ues to produce a final image. Smoothed particle hydrody-
namics [Mon92] is a mesh-free (Lagrangian) method for
simulating motion of fluids, employed in cosmology, as-
trophysics, materials science, and more generally applica-
tions of computational fluid dynamics. SPH volume render-
ing [JFSP10,FAW10] refers to the process of volume render-
ing SPH data directly, using basis functions from the SPH
data for image reconstruction. The same method can in fact
be used for other particle data, for example atomistic data
from molecular dynamics. We refer to this class of tech-
niques as RBF volume rendering.
Volume rendering of point data. RBF volume rendering is
costly, and past interactive applications have generally been

pursued on GPUs. Jang et al. [JWH⇤04] were the first to use
a small number of RBF’s to approximate larger volume data,
reconstructed in a GPU fragment shader and rendered with
slice-based volume rendering. This approach was extended
to ellipsoidal basis functions [JBL⇤06] and density function-
als from quantum chemistry [JV09]. For rendering of larger
SPH data, Jang et al. [JFSP10] employed a kd-tree to im-
prove bound tightness. Fraedrich et al. [FAW10] dynami-
cally resample from an octree hierarchy into perspective-
space uniform grids of predetermined size, and achieve
nearly interactive performance on an NVIDIA 280 GTX
for up to 42M particles (0.1 fps). This approach likely re-
mains state-of-the-art, and would be faster still on current
GPUs. However, it is difficult to fairly evaluate, as it uses
LOD to prune the particle octree, and filters pixels through
a (trilinearly interpolated) proxy grid volume. Orthomann et
al. [OKK10] describe a similar system traversing an octree,
using ray packets similar to the concept described in our pa-
per, but implemented differently on the GPU, and employed
as a form of proxy. Reda et al. [RKN⇤13] demonstrate in-
teractive performance for megascale molecular data using a
uniform grid as an acceleration structure, and volume ray
casting from RBF’s in a GPU shader.
Splatting, particle and glyph approaches. We differen-
tiate between volume rendering of point data and point-
based volume rendering (splatting). Splatting performs re-
construction in image space using different kernels entirely.
While less computationally costly, volume splatting tech-
niques [ZPvBG01a, CRZP04] are insufficient for reproduc-
ing continuous surfaces, and techniques optimized for sur-

c� 2014 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c� 2014 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Top: RBF volume rendering using two transfer functions to classify silicon and oxygen atoms as separate fields (11.7 fps at
2560⇥512, k = 4,dt = .5,s = 2). Bottom: From left to right: close-up of the the top view (4.7 fps at 1024⇥1024); the same
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gration along rays in a subsequent step. Crucially, this elim-
inates the need for costly per-ray neighbor search, and re-
peat queries of the same basis functions at different samples.
We implement this method in bnsView [KWN⇤13] in the
IVL [LHW12] SPMD language, which generates optimized
vector instructions in C++ for multicore CPU or MIC back-
ends, enabling fast rendering. Our technique does not rely
on simplification or LOD, does not use a proxy to downsam-
ple ray samples, and achieves interactivity on both MIC and
CPU platforms. We show that our system performs compet-
itively with the best-available GPU approaches, and enables
a variety of different use cases in HPC-driven visualization.
2. Related Work
Direct volume rendering, or DVR, [DCH88] is a process
of directly rendering a 3D scalar field by evaluating the
field at sample points, classifying samples into colors via a
transfer function, and integrating these classified color val-
ues to produce a final image. Smoothed particle hydrody-
namics [Mon92] is a mesh-free (Lagrangian) method for
simulating motion of fluids, employed in cosmology, as-
trophysics, materials science, and more generally applica-
tions of computational fluid dynamics. SPH volume render-
ing [JFSP10,FAW10] refers to the process of volume render-
ing SPH data directly, using basis functions from the SPH
data for image reconstruction. The same method can in fact
be used for other particle data, for example atomistic data
from molecular dynamics. We refer to this class of tech-
niques as RBF volume rendering.
Volume rendering of point data. RBF volume rendering is
costly, and past interactive applications have generally been

pursued on GPUs. Jang et al. [JWH⇤04] were the first to use
a small number of RBF’s to approximate larger volume data,
reconstructed in a GPU fragment shader and rendered with
slice-based volume rendering. This approach was extended
to ellipsoidal basis functions [JBL⇤06] and density function-
als from quantum chemistry [JV09]. For rendering of larger
SPH data, Jang et al. [JFSP10] employed a kd-tree to im-
prove bound tightness. Fraedrich et al. [FAW10] dynami-
cally resample from an octree hierarchy into perspective-
space uniform grids of predetermined size, and achieve
nearly interactive performance on an NVIDIA 280 GTX
for up to 42M particles (0.1 fps). This approach likely re-
mains state-of-the-art, and would be faster still on current
GPUs. However, it is difficult to fairly evaluate, as it uses
LOD to prune the particle octree, and filters pixels through
a (trilinearly interpolated) proxy grid volume. Orthomann et
al. [OKK10] describe a similar system traversing an octree,
using ray packets similar to the concept described in our pa-
per, but implemented differently on the GPU, and employed
as a form of proxy. Reda et al. [RKN⇤13] demonstrate in-
teractive performance for megascale molecular data using a
uniform grid as an acceleration structure, and volume ray
casting from RBF’s in a GPU shader.
Splatting, particle and glyph approaches. We differen-
tiate between volume rendering of point data and point-
based volume rendering (splatting). Splatting performs re-
construction in image space using different kernels entirely.
While less computationally costly, volume splatting tech-
niques [ZPvBG01a, CRZP04] are insufficient for reproduc-
ing continuous surfaces, and techniques optimized for sur-

c� 2014 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c� 2014 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

top: 5M	atom	SiO2 fissure	dataset	rendered	at	12	fps	on	one	Xeon	Phi
bottom	(L-R): fissure	close-up;	tighter	RBF;	trilinear interpolation;	tricubic B-spline	interpolation	



MODEL FOR PREDICTION ACROSS SCALES (MPAS-
OCEAN)
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ASTEROID OCEAN IMPACT
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SUPERCELL THUNDERSTORM SIMULATION
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SUPERCELL THUNDERSTORM SIMULATION
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SUPERCELL THUNDERSTORM SIMULATION
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ARTIC OCEAN SEAWATER SALINITY SIMULATION
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THANK YOU!
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